Dyspnoea: a multidimensional and multidisciplinary approach
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ABSTRACT Dyspnoea is a debilitating symptom that affects quality of life, exercise tolerance and mortality in various disease conditions/states. In patients with chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD), it has been shown to be a better predictor of mortality than forced expiratory volume in 1 s. In patients with heart disease it is a better predictor of mortality than angina. Dyspnoea is also associated with decreased functional status and worse psychological health in older individuals living at home. It also contributes to the low adherence to exercise training programmes in sedentary adults and in COPD patients. The mechanisms of dyspnoea are still unclear. Recent studies have emphasised the multidimensional nature of dyspnoea in the sensory–perceptual (intensity and quality), affective distress and impact domains. The perception of dyspnoea involves a complex chain of events that depend on varying cortical integration of several afferent/efferent signals and coloured by affective processing. This review, which stems from the European Respiratory Society research symposium held in Paris, France in November 2012, aims to provide state-of-the-art advances on the multidimensional and multidisciplinary aspects of dyspnoea, by addressing three different themes: 1) the neurophysiology of dyspnoea, 2) exercise and dyspnoea, and 3) the clinical impact and management of dyspnoea.
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Dyspnoea can be defined as “a subjective experience of breathing discomfort that consists of qualitatively distinct sensations that vary in intensity” [1, 2]. It is a debilitating symptom, whose impact is second only to that of pain; it is estimated that up to a quarter of the general population and half of severely ill patients are affected by it [3–7]. Dyspnoea is also an important predictor of quality of life, exercise tolerance and mortality in various conditions. In patients with chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD), it has been shown to be a better predictor of mortality than forced expiratory volume in 1 s (FEV1) [8]. In patients with heart disease referred for clinical exercise testing, it is a better predictor of mortality than angina [9]. Dyspnoea is also associated with decreased functional status and worse psychological health in older individuals living at home [10]. It is also a factor in the low adherence to exercise training programmes in sedentary adults [11] and in patients with COPD [12].

The recent ATS statement has emphasised the multidimensional nature of dyspnoea in the sensory–perceptual (intensity and quality), affective distress and impact domains [2]. The perception of dyspnoea involves a complex chain of events that depend on varying cortical integration of several afferent/efferent signals and coloured by affective processing. The aim of this ERS research symposium was to provide state-of-the-art advances on the multidimensional and multidisciplinary aspects of dyspnoea, by addressing three different themes: 1) neurophysiology of dyspnoea, 2) exercise and dyspnoea, and 3) clinical management of dyspnoea.

The neurophysiology of dyspnoea
Breathing is usually unconscious, even if cortically mediated processes modify its automatic, medullary rhythm constantly. This is thought to be similar to the unconscious processing of all the various sensory information constantly detected by the sensory receptors that does not automatically reach consciousness. This “filtering system” is part of the sensory gating process [13, 14] that prevents the central nervous system from being constantly flooded by irrelevant sensory information. With regards to breathing, humans have the voluntary capacity to bring it into awareness at any moment or breathing may come to conscious awareness automatically if it needs to be attended to (gate-in). This gating process (gating-in or gating-out) is at the basis of monitoring essential physiological functions and adopting appropriate behaviour [15]. Thus, it has been proposed that respiratory sensations are the result of neural gating into the cerebral cortex of respiratory afferent input eliciting a somatosensory cognitive awareness of breathing and an affective response [15]. Therefore, dyspnoea may result from: 1) a discriminative process that identifies relevant afferent information on respiratory disruption/abnormalities and brings them to consciousness (sensory components: intensity and quality); and 2) affective processing that labels the now conscious sensation as unpleasant or threatening, i.e. dyspnoea [15].

As such, not all conscious breathing sensations can be labelled as dyspnoea.

The discriminative process is a modality-specific activation of cortical neural processing that depends on a change in neural activity leading to cognitive awareness. Different afferent information may therefore yield different sensations. Dyspnoea is therefore not a single sensation; there are several distinct sensations of dyspnoea, most notably: 1) work/effort (“breathing takes work or effort”); 2) tightness (“chest is constricted, chest feels tight”); and 3) air hunger (“unsatisfied inspiration, starved for air, urge to breathe, like breath holding”) [2, 16–18].

For the moment, it is generally accepted that these sensations may originate from differing physiological mechanisms. For example, current theories suggest that “air hunger” may derive from increased stimulation of brainstem respiratory centres (e.g. by carbon dioxide, hypoxia or exercise) that is not matched by an adequate ventilatory response, while “work/effort” probably derives from respiratory muscle afferents and the awareness of outgoing voluntary motor command, i.e. corollary discharge [19, 20]. Scientific evidence also supports that some of these sensations, air hunger and work/effort at least, can exist in parallel and vary independently [21]. However, it is not clear how many different types of dyspnoea exist and if their differences are mechanistic (i.e. they are subjective manifestations of different neurophysiological
mechanisms) or semantic (i.e. the same neurophysiological mechanisms may be expressed differently in relation to age, social and cultural context, etc.). For example, when exposed to carbon dioxide or exercise without the capacity to ventilate satisfactorily, naive subjects may choose several descriptors to describe their experience [2] and patients with cardiopulmonary diseases may choose one over another [17, 22, 23]. As such, additional research will be important to differentiate the physiological from the semantic components of dyspnoea.

In addition to sensory qualities and intensity, respiratory sensations incorporate affective dimensions, which can vary independently with the former [24]. The affective processing of respiratory sensations is thought to involve a cortical pathway or pathways parallel to respiratory somatosensation; the responses are related to the type and quality of the respiratory afferent stimuli [15]. The affective processing responsible for the unpleasantness qualities implies the activation of limbic cortical structures for air hunger and work/effort [25–29]. Affective activation by respiratory stimuli can evoke distress and motivate cognitive behaviour. As such, air hunger and work/effort do not convey the same unpleasantness or emotional content: air hunger is usually associated with greater unpleasantness and emotional response than work/effort [24].

The affective components of dyspnoea have been described by Lansing et al. [18] in a two-stage model where an immediate unpleasantness leads to withdrawal, and an emotional component leads to long-term adaptations (i.e. lifestyle changes). This model posits strong interactions between the perceptual, short-term and long-term affective responses. In experimental settings, for a given level of ventilation, the perceptual dimension of the respiratory sensation is higher than its associated emotional disorder [30]. However, a study in healthy subjects suggests that when the respiratory stimulation is incremental, as with increasing inspiratory loads, unpleasantness may increase faster than perceived intensity [31]. These findings parallel results in asthmatic patient, in whom rating of unpleasantness of respiratory sensations were larger that sensory intensity [32]. Other results also support an important role for the environment in the unpleasantness associated with respiratory sensations. Results show that positive affect is associated with lower levels of breathlessness [33] while negative affect is associated with greater levels of breathlessness [34]; these observations are present in both healthy individuals and asthmatic patients [35]. In fact, affective processing reduces respiratory-related evoked potentials, potentially by means of reducing attentional resources available for processing respiration [36]. These manipulations of emotional states seem to influence the unpleasantness, rather that the intensity of perceived sensations [33]; the same holds for effects of attentional distraction [37].

These interactions between affective state and the perception of dyspnoea can be observed in patients with respiratory diseases. High anxiety/depression patients perceived increased dyspnoea [38–41] and may be associated with worst prognosis [42], while dyspnoea can cause increased anxiety and depression [43, 44]. Unpleasant respiratory sensations can therefore be associated with significant psychological suffering (anxiety and depression), which in turn have a significant impact on daily functioning, treatment adherence, hospitalisation and mortality. In fact, compared to aged-matched controls, the prevalence of anxiety and depression is increased in patients with asthma [45, 46] and COPD [47], while remaining largely undiagnosed and undertreated. In COPD patients, anxiety and depression seem to be correlated with disease severity, health status, exacerbations and hospitalisations [47, 48].

Dyspnoea is a subjective experience and its precise measurement poses a significant challenge. On dyspnoea, Comroe [49] wrote, more than 60 years ago: "...the patient’s description of respiratory distress is channelled by most physicians into two terms: 'dyspnoea' and 'shortness of breath.' More precise recording of the patient’s own characterization of his difficulties in breathing might lead to better correlation of these with objective tests of pulmonary function or with mechanisms responsible for the dyspnoea." Dyspnoea is a symptom label that is convenient for communication among healthcare workers, but it may obscure patients’ attempts to describe what their breathing feels like and how it makes them feel [22].

Like descriptors of pain [50], those used for dyspnoeic experience show substantial variability in regards to cultural and linguistic features. Paradoxically, the language of dyspnoea also shows some consistency in at least some characterisations. Available questionnaires for measuring respiratory sensations show a large variability in their development in terms of study population (healthy or patients or both), the homogeneity of the study population (whether all participants have the same diagnosis or any of several diagnoses), study background (experimental or clinical), the nature of the rating task (quantitative or qualitative, in one’s own words or according to a list of descriptors, and the nature of the available descriptors, i.e. sensory or affective) and the data analysis methods. Several questionnaires have been developed over the years to evaluate dyspnoea sensory quality, including Simon et al. [51, 52]'s descriptors and modifications thereof [23, 53, 54]. More recently, instruments such as the Multidimensional Dyspnoea Profile (MDP) [24, 55, 56] and the Dyspnoea-12 [57, 58] have incorporated intensity ratings for sensory quality and affective descriptors.
The results from several studies in healthy individuals [52, 59, 60] and cardiopulmonary patients [23, 51, 53–56, 58–61] reveal that patients with cardiopulmonary disease are capable of discriminating among different sensory and affective breathing descriptors, and that there are differences between patients and healthy individuals. However, the language of dyspnoea may not be sufficiently specific for differential diagnosis [61]. In light of these observations, psychometric measures of dyspnoea need to replicate findings using more than just exploratory statistical methods, more studies in languages other than English and also to balance disease-specific relevance with cross-disease comparison.

Exercise and dyspnoea

During exercise, breathing is tightly coupled to muscular and cardiovascular demands [62]. In healthy, non-athletic subjects, exercise is more of a challenge to the cardiovascular and locomotor muscle systems than the respiratory system [63]. Healthy subjects, therefore, usually report limb muscle fatigue [64, 65] as the primary cause for exercise cessation, although high level athletes may encounter respiratory limitation to exercise performance [63]. Dyspnoea in healthy humans increases in proportion to increasing ventilation and respiratory contractile effort, the later measured as the ratio of tidal oesophageal pressure swing relative to maximal pressure. Healthy young adults at the symptom-limited peak of exercise generally rate dyspnoea intensity as “moderate” [17, 64] or “severe” [66] and describe a heightened sense of effort, “work” or “heaviness” of breathing [52]. Such sensations are not usually perceived as threatening in this population because they represent, based on learning and experience, the anticipated ventilatory response to heavy exercise. These findings may, however, depend on the testing modality and protocol; cycling exercise may put more emphasis on leg muscles while running may induce higher levels of respiratory discomfort [67]. In addition, testing protocols have varying guidelines (pedalling rate, permission to stop, etc.) that may affect cardiorespiratory and symptomatic response. The current accepted theory is that dyspnoea results from a conscious awareness of the dissociation between what the brain expects and what it receives in terms of afferent information from receptors in the respiratory muscles, lungs, airways and chest wall. This feedback from peripheral sensory afferents may enable the brain to assess the effectiveness of the motor output to the respiratory muscles. When the mechanical/muscular response of the respiratory system is appropriate for the prevailing level of central respiratory motor drive then dyspnoea intensity increases in direct proportion to the level of drive and is described as a heightened sense of effort, work or heaviness of breathing [68].

Exercise not only elicits respiratory discomfort, but also limb muscle discomfort and general exertion. As a whole, the perception of physical exertion during exercise is the conscious sensation of how hard, heavy and strenuous a physical task is [69]. In exercise physiology, it is widely assumed that this conscious sensation is generated by central processing of sensory stimuli coming from skeletal muscles, heart and lungs (afferent feedback model) [70]. However, this assumption is based on philosophical arguments and correlative evidence, and it does not fit with available experimental evidence. In fact, studies in which afferent feedback during exercise has been reduced experimentally via pharmacological reductions in heart rate, heart and lung transplantation, upper airways anaesthesia, and spinal blockade of sensory stimuli from the working muscles do not show any significant reduction in perception of effort [71]. On the contrary, a recent study has demonstrated a significant correlation between neurophysiological measures of central motor command (motor-related cortical potentials) and perception of effort during exercise [72]. This psychophysiological data suggests that perception of effort is generated by central processing of a corollary discharge reflecting central motor command to the active muscles (corollary discharge model). This model mirrors the conceptual models of pain and dyspnoea, with sensory and affective components interacting together. In fact, a study has shown that while intensity may increase linearly, the affect associated with exercise may worsen nonlinearly [73]. Understanding the normal symptomatic (respiratory, limb fatigue, general exertion) response to exercise is of great psychophysiological interest, but can also provide important information that could better direct pathophysiological research. However, the interactions between respiratory symptoms, limb muscle fatigue and general exertion in healthy subjects has not been extensively studied and further research is therefore needed to better understand these interactions.

In patients with respiratory [20] and cardiovascular [74–76] diseases, respiratory limitation during exercise is often encountered, although limb muscle fatigue may also play an important role in exercise limitation [77, 78]. Whether the respective role of dyspnoea and limb muscle fatigue may be influenced by the testing modality is still debated [79]. When compared to aged-matched controls, dyspnoea in patients with cardiorespiratory diseases is significantly increased for a given level of work rate, oxygen uptake and minute ventilation (fig. 1) [20]. This is the result of a mismatch between the outgoing motor command and the mechanical/muscular response of the respiratory system [20]. This disparity, termed “neuro-mechanical dissociation” is operationalised through the ventilation to maximal ventilatory capacity ratio, the inspiratory effort (tidal oesophageal pressure) relative to maximum or the inspiratory effort relative to tidal volume displacement (effort–volume displacement ratio). In these patients, dyspnoea is also qualitatively
The clinical impact and management of dyspnoea

Because a significant part of lung, vascular or cardiac damage is often irreversible in chronic cardiorespiratory diseases, dyspnoea, as a symptom, becomes an important target, especially in light of its deleterious consequences. However, effective relief of chronic dyspnoea remains one of the most challenging goals of management in patients with advanced cardiopulmonary disease [2]. Traditionally, the approach to improving dyspnoea in all of the major cardiopulmonary diseases involves interventions that:

1) reduce the ventilatory demand (by reducing the drive to breathe);
2) improve ventilatory capacity;
3) improve respiratory mechanics or respiratory muscle function;
4) address the affective dimension of dyspnoea;
5) any combination of the above.

These results suggest that extrapulmonary targets of treatment could potentially alleviate dyspnoea in these patients.
It is of note that interventions should be selected based on the underlying pathophysiological background of the specific disease and may therefore differ from one disease to another. Multiple interventions are generally required and appear to have additive or synergistic effects [94, 95]. Some of these interventions include: bronchodilators, oxygen, heliox, exercise training, biventricular pacing (specific for selected chronic heart failure patients), biofeedback techniques, non-invasive ventilation, lung volume reduction surgery and related endoscopic techniques, and various combinations of these. All of the above strategies have proven to provide beneficial sensory consequences in a variety of patients with cardiopulmonary diseases [96–100]. In selected patients with COPD and chronic heart failure, interventions such as opiates (oral and inhaled) reduce respiratory drive and alter affective components of dyspnoea [101–105] and may increase exercise tolerance [106]. Inhaled furosemide could also be a treatment avenue in certain populations [107–109]. Recently, it has been shown that inhaled furosemide may modulate respiratory sensation by altering afferent inputs from vagal receptors within the lungs in patients with COPD [110]. Psychological counselling, cognitive/behavioural modification and anxiolytics [111] may also have favourable influences on the affective dimension of chronic dyspnoea, but additional research is needed [104]. Cardiac or pulmonary rehabilitation is also an important component of dyspnoea management, which incorporates exercise training, self-management education and psychosocial interventions [112]. In COPD, exercise training improves limb muscle function [113] and biochemistry [114], which results in reduced ventilatory requirements with concurrent reduction in tidal volume expansion constraints. These improvements can explain and motivate the inclusion of exercise training programmes in patients whose inherent cardiovascular function cannot be improved, which is usually the case in most chronic cardiorespiratory diseases. Further, targeted training of inspiratory muscles may increase their strength and endurance in COPD [115, 116], chronic heart failure [117, 118] and asthma [119]. Again, the net effect is improved neuromechanical coupling of the respiratory system. Pulmonary rehabilitation also improves the cognitive and affective dimensions of chronic dyspnoea [120–123], which, for many severe patients, is the dominant effect of this intervention.

In addition to having limited success in alleviating dyspnoea in its various presentations, the understanding of the central mechanisms of dyspnoea relief is, at best, poor. It is important to consider that dyspnoea relief (i.e. its removal or mitigation) is more than the reduction in negative sensation; an important component of dyspnoea relief is the rewarding and positive sensation of "pleasantness" that accompanies it [124–127]. Relief can act at the level of sensorimotor integration and/or at a central level [18]. At the sensorimotor level, a reduction in neuromechanical dissociation, through a decrease of outgoing command and/or improvement of effectors function and/or a reduction of afferent activity is usually the focus of most targeted interventions. As discussed above, relief can also be induced by a modulating action at the central level on perception per se, through either the context (affective–cognitive, social and/or cultural factors) and/or on immediate (emotional) and/or secondary, more sophisticated (cognitive–behavioural) reactions to dyspnoea. It is important to consider, however, that these observations have yet to be reproduced in clinical settings.

When breathing is unconscious, it is devoid of affectivity. Relief of dyspnoea represents an occurrence of breathing becoming pleasant and rewarding, not merely absence of unpleasantness. These positive responses of dyspnoea relief are associated with patterns of brain activation not unlike those induced by pleasant sensations. Brain imaging techniques have shown that relief of pain [128–130] or thirst [131, 132] is associated with a reduction of activity in areas involved in the perception of these sensations as well as the activation of structures that seem linked to their relief. A single published study has addressed brain activation patterns associated with the relief of dyspnoea [125]. It shows a reduction in the activation of brain regions activated during high levels of dyspnoea, along with activation of other, relief-specific regions, notably the left anterior cingulate cortex, the posterior cerebellum, the temporal and prefrontal cortices and the midbrain [125]. Therefore, it would seem that dyspnoea relief is the combination of a decrease in dyspnoea-activated brain regions combined to the activation of regions specific to its relief. These emerging results suggest that dyspnoea relief is primarily a decrease in dyspnoea intensity and they support the view that it is a more complex sensory/emotional experience, involving a characteristic central processing and that it may be involved in dyspnoea modulation. These pleasant respiratory sensations could play an adaptive role by adding an additional drive in a deleterious breathing situation.

**Dyspnoea mechanisms and relief in specific conditions**

Dyspnoea is a prevalent symptom in many cardiorespiratory health conditions. Some manifestations of this symptom are less known and present a challenge, whether in identifying the underlying mechanisms or measuring its impact on patients.

Patients suffering from idiopathic hyperventilation report shortness of breath, dizziness and chest tightness, along with increased anxiety and depression and general poor health status. The few studies in these patients...
have shown that central chemosensitivity appears normal and that peripheral chemoreceptor response is suppressed, but can be normalised with increased end-tidal partial pressure of carbon dioxide [133–136]. The ventilatory response to moderate intensity exercise is appropriate for the reduced partial pressure of carbon dioxide set point and breath holding time is markedly short, suggestive of an additional sustained component of ventilatory drive that also appears to operate throughout exercise. Dyspnoea in these patients may reflect an inappropriate cortical processing of respiratory-related sensory inputs [137].

Respiratory discomfort may be a significant issue in intensive care unit (ICU) patients in general and mechanically ventilated ones in particular. In the few studies addressing this question, dyspnoea has been reported in almost 50% of patients [138]. A stay in the ICU may also be associated with significant and long-lasting distress; two-thirds of patients remembered their stay in the ICU associated with negative affect and post-traumatic stress [139]. In fact, memories of “suffocation” were the second most reported complaint after a stay in the ICU [140]. Things could get worse in the future, as current ICU management trends are designed to reduce iatrogenic complications and shorten ICU stay. With this aim, prominent measures include reducing tidal volume whatever the indication of mechanical ventilation [117], reducing sedation [141], and preserving inspiratory activity, even in the presence of severe gas exchange alterations [142]. These strategies carry the risk of exposing patients to dyspnoea, possibly extreme, during mechanical ventilation. Yet current treatment guidelines do not focus on symptoms, but rather on more easily measurable outcomes [143]. However, optimal management in the ICU should not discount dyspnoea as inevitable and unimportant. Healthcare providers in this setting should be sensitised to this symptom and further research will be needed to maximise care for patients in the ICU in order to maximise survival and minimise discomfort.

**Conclusions and perspectives**

Dyspnoea is a multifactorial symptom, involving the interaction between various physiological, psychological and environmental factors. Its understanding may only derive from a multidisciplinary and multidimensional approach.

While significant progress has been made, there remain several unanswered questions on the neurophysiology of dyspnoea. First, the mechanisms of the gating process of respiratory sensations remain unclear (for example, does the gating process differ between patients with chronic dyspnoea, healthy sedentary and athletes?) and a better understanding of its determinants could offer insights onto novel therapeutic avenues. Secondly, the neurophysiological processing of these sensations still holds some questions, as the different types of dyspnoea seem to involve different physiological pathways. Current models hypothesise that an imbalance between inspiratory activation (drive) and afferent signal underlies some sensations of dyspnoea, and different origins of corollary discharges may also contribute to the different sensations [2, 15, 20, 144]. However, possible exception to that general characterisation may be sensations of “tightness” which probably arise fairly directly from vagally mediated afferents associated with bronchoconstriction [145, 146], i.e. not so much due to efferent–afferent imbalance, although the corollary discharge model likely accounts for sensations of effort that often accompany tightness [147, 148].

Additional research to further understand the different types of dyspnoea and their mechanisms could also lead to interventions that specifically target the relevant dyspnoeic sensations in patients. In addition, as sensory information alone does not generate dyspnoea, a better understanding of the affective and threat components of dyspnoea, specifically how the affective state affects the unpleasant aspects of dyspnoea and how unpleasant respiratory sensations become threatening could improve it treatment. Figure 2 sums up an updated model of dyspnoea that incorporates limbic system (affective) involvement. Finally, there is still an enormous amount of work to be done in developing proper measurement tools for dyspnoea. While progress has been made, with the development of dyspnoea scales that incorporate the affective dimensions [24, 55–58], there is still room for a better understanding of the language of dyspnoea (for example, similarities and discrepancies between qualitative descriptors of dyspnoea such as “air hunger” and “unsatisfied inspiration” in cardiorespiratory diseases) and how it can help identify the underlying physiological processes. Other studies in languages other than English are also needed as expression of dyspnoea may vary; for example, air hunger dyspnoea is translated in French as “soif d’air” or “air thirst” [149]. These differences might help us improve our understanding of how healthy subjects and patients express dyspnoea.

In healthy individuals, the neurophysiology and affective processing of respiratory sensations has barely been studied. Additional research in this area could lead to a better understanding of how intense recruitment of the respiratory system can lead to intense respiratory sensations that are not distressing, and sometimes even pleasant in athletes [150]. A unified understanding of how respiratory sensations and other exertional symptoms, like limb muscle fatigue and general exertion, interact in relationship with fitness...
level, exercise modality and exercise protocol would also potentially benefit our understanding of the mechanisms of these symptoms and how they interact in normal physiology. These findings could also improve our understanding of the processes involved in the efficacy of exercise training in patients with chronic dyspnoea, and enable us to optimise the training parameters.

In patients, while the physiological mechanisms of dyspnoea are well studied, a better understanding of the sometimes unconvincing link between pathophysiological impairment and symptoms could potentially improve the lukewarm success of the treatment of dyspnoea.

Finally, the research on dyspnoea relief is still at an embryonic stage. Additional research on its neurophysiological mechanisms in clinical populations would be useful in better characterising it. In the future, this research points to hypothetical treatment avenues that could act on downstream neurophysiological processes of dyspnoea and potentially help in improving the efficiency of existing treatments. Also, studies on the mechanisms and characteristics of dyspnoea in understudied conditions, such as pulmonary hypertension and idiopathic hyperventilation, and settings, such as the ICU, are warranted.

The consensus of the group was that, despite the significant increase in the understanding of the mechanisms of dyspnoea, there have been limited improvements in its treatment during the past decade. Dyspnoea is already an important cause of morbidity, in both prevalence and impact [3–5], that may very well worsen due to the increasing burden of chronic diseases associated with dyspnoea [151]. As such, the continuing effort to better understand its mechanisms and an emphasis on translating this understanding into better treatment options will become even more important.

FIGURE 2 Integrative mechanisms of dyspnoea. Respiratory muscle action is the result of the integration, at the level of the spinal motoneurones, of motor commands from the medulla and the motor cortex. The resulting activation of respiratory effectors produces afferent feedback, which is transmitted to the motor command sources and the somatosensory cortex. At this point, the comparison between the corollary discharge (a copy of the motor command sent to the somatosensory cortex) and the resulting afferent feedback may result in a mismatch (sensory component). Dyspnoea will occur when negative affects from the limbic cortex are attributed to this sensory mismatch (affective component). Different corollary discharges and afferent feedback may result in different types of dyspnoea. In addition, the affective component of dyspnoea will implicate a complex interaction between, notably, past experience (memory) and the environment.
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